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Managed daily operations and supervised a staff of 15 in a retail setting. Directed 
combat teams in tactical field operations. Have extensive experience in security 
procedures in a hostile environment. Accustom to working as part of a team to 
achieve desired goals.

EXPERIENCE

Armored Car Driver
ABC Corporation - MARCH 1999 – MARCH 2015

 Loading coin on the assigned truck before starting the route.
 Each stop is to be is pick-up and logged in and out on a route sheet in

a timely manner.
 Responsible for keeping an eye out for any kind of strange activities 

that may be in the area or while driving on the road.
 Inspected, the coin is to be unloaded and checked in.
 Responsible for running machines, putting in different codes, 

checking deposit slips, and applying the money to the machine.
 Messenger/ picking up and dropping money off to different 

customers, responsible for organizing documents.
 Verifying financial documents, counting and adding money, verifying 

stops and time, and balance money at the end of your shift.

Armored Car Driver 
Delta Corporation - 1995 – 1999

 Inspect truck, Load truck, drive route to stops, deliver messenger to 
stops to deliver and pickup liability.

 Return to branch count and secure liability.
 Responsible for currency transport from truck to terminal Practice 

safety techniques which resulted in zero incidents of robbery In 
charge of .

 Load truck with money Deliver cash to the Federal Reserve, various 
businesses and ATM machines Responsible for up to 120 million 
dollars a day Keep .

 signature of person receiving cash and verifying amounts and 
mileage Be mindful and observant of surroundings while on the road 
Perform vehicle .

 Report vehicle discrepancies to supervisor for scheduled repairs.
 Transportation and protection of approximately 15 million dollars 

weekly Monitor and authorize entrance and departure of employees, 
visitors, and .
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EDUCATION

 Certificate - (Lawton Career Institute-Oak Park Campus)

SKILLS

Type 55 WPM, WestLaw, Microsoft, And Answering Phones.
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